
PLOT
- Characters don't know each other initially
- Crossing paths randomly on a planet, when suddenly one possession each glows
- Then a huge 3D map springs up, like a hologram, from their glowing possessions
- Immediately after they are ambushed and attacked by green cloaked villains
- After escaping/winning eventually learn:
 - There are flat black chips (like USB thumb drives) in their possessions
  - Some kind of old alien origin
 - When the pieces are close together they open a treasure map across the stars
 - Attackers were "Cult of the Green Sun", believe The Force can be obtained by 
physical means, such as drinking a mystical potion
- Go to another planet, learn more about maps (old man decodes them?)
- Basically setup a plot of hopping planet to planet following the treasure map, 
while being pursued by the Cult of the Green Sun (who think the map leads to the 
"Force juice"
- On each planet the alien keys/map pieces glow and give an objective, like "kill 
this leader", "save these people", etc.
 - Players might wonder how these old map keys have modern, up to date knowledge
- Final planet is a mini-Death Star...solid metal covered with a thin layer of dust
- Find old alien tech there, but give the impression it's abandoned or looted 
already
- Eventually find a door to a sealed area free of dust, and full of extremely 
advanced robot bodies
- Eventually plug their alien map pieces into a computer
- Turns out the pieces contain fragments of an AI. Thus why the mission objectives 
were up to date, and sometimes confused or at odds
- That AI has been learning from the players, as if they were parents and the AI a 
baby or kid
- So the treasure is a fully sentient AI in a galaxy of semi-mindless droids
- Can let the AI inhabit the advanced droid bodies, or merge themselves into the 
computer, etc.

PLANET IDEAS
http://www.fantasynamegenerators.com/planet-descriptions.php

+ Space Coordinates +
- Projected path of the ghost ship "Nightfall"
- Has been jumping through hyperspace for years
- Dead ship, no gravity or atmosphere
- Encounter: Ship drops from hyperspace, have to chase and board, ship starts 
normal but has been infested by an alien growth (tentacles, squishy floors, etc.). 
Alien growth can manifest imitations of players, other crew, etc. (like mimics) 
that have to be fought

+ Contra +
- Jungle planet with 3 dead moons
- Planet is extremely hot, slightly heavy gravity, and tons of life
- Encounter: Giant adapting dinosaur that is fought in stages. Each subsequent time 
the dinosaur is invincible to the majority of the previous attacks, such as blaster 
fire, as it adapts and changes

+ Lutis L2 +
- Gas planet, crushingly high gravity
- Alien species "Gobras" inhabit chunks of land that rapidly float around the 
center of the planet
- Encounter: Imperial invasion to bring Lutis L2 under control, due to naturally 
forming crystals on the underside of the lands from the high gravity. Players need 
to help defend Juno Station, which is a small Gobra research station
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